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Today in luxury:

After 16 years at its  helm, Bruno Frisoni is leaving Roger Vivier

Roger Vivier announced today that its longtime creative director, Bruno Frisoni, will be leaving the company.
Frisoni's final collection will be the Fall 2018 line, to be shown in Paris on Feb. 27, reports Vogue.

Click here to read the entire article on Vogue

The handbag battlefield: Louis Vuitton, Gucci and Prada

How are luxury megabrands Louis Vuitton, Gucci and Prada evolving their strategies in the all-important women's
handbag war? asks Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

LVMH chief Arnault's adviser Pierre Gode dies aged 73

Pierre Gode, a long-time adviser to Bernard Arnault, the multibillionaire boss of French luxury group LVMH, has
died aged 73 after a long illness, the company said on Feb. 2, per Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

The CFDA's Initiative for Health Safety and Diversity defines sexual harassment, encourages precautions

While the fashion industry continues to deal with sexual misconduct allegations, the Council of Fashion Designers
of America is trying to make safety more of a priority. In her pre-fashion week e-mail to members, Diane von
Furstenberg emphasized the importance of creating a safe environment, asking designers, show producers and
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photographers to consider using venues for shoots and runway shows that have areas where models can change in
privacy, says WWD.

Click here to read the entire article on WWD
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